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B. The importance orthe issue under consideration is such that scientific knowledge about 

biodiversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction should be improved. 1I0wever. carrying 

out further scientific s udies cannol in any way be conceived as a precondition for a 

meaningful examinatjon of the issue, in parlicular, in relation to its two main aspects o f 

concern: conservation and sustainable use, including the sharing of the benefits derived 

from such use. 

Mr. Co-Chair. 

Excellencies, 

Distinguished Delegates, 

9. Allow me to make a relevant point. For several years, the General Assembly and lhis 

Working Group have been using th ambiguous expression "beyond areas of national 

jurisdiction", encompassing under the same heading two maritime areas: the high seas 

and the Area. Such ambigi.iity, coined for merely practical purposes, should not lead us to 

blur the remarkably different legal regimes involved. Unlike the high seas, the area "sea

bed and ocean noor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits oflhe national jurisdiction" 

as well as its resources are the Common Heritage of Mankind. 

As establisheu in General Assembly resolution 2749 (XXV) which is part of customary 

international law, activities in the area "sea-bed and ocean noor, and the subsoil thereof, 

beyond the limits of th national jurisdicllQn" shall be carried ou t for tlle benefit of 

mankind as a whole, laking into particular consideration the in terests and needs of 

developing States. The fair and eq uitable sharing of benefits ariSing from the use of marine 

genetic resou rces ofareas beyond national jurisdiction is thus an important element in the 

examination of the issue. Thererore, the G77 and China is convinced that the guiding 

principle in dealing with biod iversity of the area "sea-bed and ocean tloor, and the subsoil 

thereof, beyond the limits of the national jurisdiction" is the one embodied in General 

As..<;embly resolution 2749 (XXV), that "the area of the seabed and ocean tloor and the 

subsoillhereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction, as well as its resources, are the 

common heritage of mankind, the exploration and exploitation of which shall be carried 

out for the benefit of mankind as a whole" . That ie:; to say, that the common heritage of 

mankind principle applies to the biological resource.. of the ar a "sea-bed and ocean floor, 

and the subsoil thereof, beyond tlle limits ofthe national jurisdiction". 

We recogn ize the importance of the responsibilities entrusted lo tlle International Seabed 

Authority regarding marine scientitk research and the protection )f the marine 

envi ronment. 

Mr. Co-Chajr, 

Excellencies, 

Distinguished Delegates, 



111. Conservation is one of the mtegral elements of the issue. In this regard, th G77 and 

China recognizes the importance of deriving inputs from other relevant instruments such 

as the Convention on Biological Diversity which has as its objectives the conservation of 

hiological diversity, th sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable 

sh <lring of the benefits arising ou t of the utilization of genetic. resou rees. 

1 1. Another element of the issue IS capacity-building and the transfer of technology. The 

G77 and China has repeatedly drawn att ntion to the fact that the provisions on transfer of 

technology are the ones where there is the greatest gap in implementation. The transfer of 

technology is an essential tool for capacity building in the sphere of marine science. There 

is also an urgent need for a continued and enhanced participation of scientists from 

developing countTies in marine scientific research in the Area. We therefore call for 

political will to ensure implementation of the provisions of the Convention relating to 

capacity building, transfer of technology and scientific knowledge to developing countries 

so that they can access and b nelit from the sustainable use of marine biodiversity of 

areas BN), including genetic resource. 

12. As regards sustainable use, the other major element, the Group strongly believes that 

access to genetic: resources of sea-bed and ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the 

limits of the national Jurisdiction, as well as its resourc:es, which are the common heritage 

of mankind and the exclusive exploitation by a few have serious global economic and 

social implications. 

We would like lCJ stress how inconsistent lhis manner I exploitation is with general 

princirles of international law, in particular those on equity; prinCiples that are also 

enshrined in UNCLOS, as the Area and its r sources are to be explored and exploited for 

the benefit of man kind as a whole. 

In this regard, we need to underline that the question of intellectual property rights has 

not been addressed by this Working Group with a view to understanding how the 

~xpl()itation of genetiC resources is made. The G77 and China considers that the 

intellectual properLy aspect relating to biodiversity of areas b yond national 

jurisdiction requires greater understanding and needs to be considered at the WG, as the 

sharing of the benefits deriVing from the expooitatio of these resources. in particular of the 

biodiversity of a maritime area which is itself the Common Heritage of Mankind, needs to 

be addressed. 

13. The G77 and China is of the view lhat the developments, In activities r lated to the 

utilization of genetic resources of areas beyond national jurisdiction, require that all the 

e lements at stake (conservation, sustainahle use, including the sharillg of benefits, and 

capacity building and transfer of technology) need to be addressed in the framework of a 

negotiation . Status quo IS not an acceptable option. The need for considering the legal 

regime has been highlighted by the General Assembly in its resolutions, in particular 
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